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Having recently adopted two dogs who'd been taken care of by rescue families, Ray Matlock Smythe has seen it firsthand.
Valley Voice: Those who take in rescue dogs so they can find new homes are angels on Earth
Up until last year’s All-Ireland final, they had played so much within themselves in the championship and yet had plenty to spare against opponents. Tipperary won’t be thanked by anybody outside ...
Eight GAA Talking Points from a wonderful weekend of Championship
In Louisville, mutual aid programs formed to take medications to seniors, feed restaurant workers and bring food to homeless people.
'Everyone needs someone': How mutual aid networks supported people through the pandemic
A Church of Scotland minister suffering from long Covid nearly 18 months after first getting struck down with the virus has dedicated a new memorial.
Covid Scotland: Minister suffering from long Covid dedicates new memorial to ‘all the loved ones we have lost’
This month, as Colorado Springs gears up for its 150th birthday on July 31, The Gazette has prepared a series of articles on the history of our city.
Colorado Springs at 150 years | 'Old Pics of Colorado Springs' Facebook group growing in popularity as people love to reminisce
Thousands of holidaymakers will pass through Irish airports on Monday as travel restrictions in and out of the country are lifted.
Thousands of people to travel through airports as travel restrictions lift
Matt Roloff was surprised when he was joined by two other Roloff family members in California to check up on his parents Ron and Peggy.
LPBW: Matt Roloff gives update on his parents, reveals who made a surprise visit to California
What @billschulz & @laurensivan lost in a canceled Central America adventure, they more than made up for in Dade County-based crypto-currency ...
Miami's Bitcoin Convention Was Weirder and More Wonderful Than I Imagined
Google is the Holy Grail of tech companies to work for, and its intense hiring processes are the stuff of recruitment legends. Though many details of how the company finds its employees are kept ...
How to get a job at Google — tips from people who actually work there
Failure is a wonderful teacher ... and come up with ways to ensure that those mistakes are corrected moving forward. Surround yourself with the right people. Having the right team in place is integral ...
6 Business Lessons From A Serial Entrepreneur
New president and CEO of the Hospital Sisters Health System based in Springfield says carrying on legacy will be daunting but he is up to the task ...
Boatwright has 'wonderful opportunity' to continue Hospital Sisters Health System legacy
Phoenix has already broken heat records, but heat relief options for homeless people are not all back to full capacity and some have been scaled back.
2020 was the hottest, deadliest summer for Phoenix homeless people. 2021 may be worse
Disney World is a magical place -- but an expensive one. Taking out a loan to go there could backfire on you. Here's what you should consider before borrowing.
Should You Take Out a Loan to Go to Disney World?
Critics say volunteering abroad does not always benefit local communities. The coronavirus travel bans have led to a different approach for volunteers who want to donate their services.
The Pandemic Changed The World Of ‘Voluntourism.’ Some Folks Like The New Way Better.
With waning COVID-19 vaccination rates and a rise in cases due to the Delta Variant, the inevitable has also happened—the number of deaths due to COVID-19 is also on the rise in the United States.
COVID-19 Infections, Deaths Continue To Rise, Who Is Most At Risk?
The HOA gave their approval and they have lived and worked in the community for 10 years. The HOA has recently chosen a new access control company. My tenant emailed me that he does not have the ...
Association should not block approved resident from accessing community
Question: Beach dinners at the “rez” got squashed by neighbors concerned about drinking, driving and noise. Your take? I side with the neighbors against this horrible intrusion. Restaurants? Serving ...
From the Community Editorial Board: Beach dinners at the ‘rez’
On Sunday afternoon, dozens of people gathered at Reeltown High School in Notasulga. Four of those killed in the ... and they were such strong, wonderful, kind family members and it was my ...
Girls among 10 killed in Alabama crash remembered as ‘strong, wonderful, kind’
Travellers from other countries will not have to quarantine if they have valid proof that they are fully vaccinated or recovered from Covid-19.

In 1970 Jerry Della Femina wrote this gossip-filled, insider's account of working on Madison Avenue during the golden age of advertising. It caused a sensation, became a bestseller and established itself as a cult classic. Years later it inspired the multi-award-winning drama 'Mad Men'.

A gorgeous slipcased edition of the essential New York Times bestseller--perfect as a gift for anyone beginning something new! This gorgeous gift edition of Emily Winfield Martin's modern classic poem will elevate any special occasion! With extra pages designed to be personalized with notes from friends and family, this volume is sure to be treasured and revisited often. From brave and bold to creative and clever, Emily Winfield Martin celebrates all personalities and
their potential. With a beautiful gatefold, gorgeous and moving illustrations, and a rhyming text, this is a book that parents will love reading over and over to their kids--both younger and older. It's a great gift for any occasion, but a standout for birthdays, baby showers, and graduation with its loving and inspiring message: Then I'll look at you, And you'll look at me, And I'll love you, Whoever you've grown up to be.
This is a new release of the original 1947 edition.
Illustrations and simple rhyming text show that while the body parts of various human and Muppet characters may look different, they have similar uses.-An intimate and profound reckoning with the changes buffeting the $2 trillion global advertising and marketing business from the perspective of its most powerful players, by the bestselling author of Googled Advertising and marketing touches on every corner of our lives, and the industry is the invisible fuel powering almost all media. Complain about it though we might, without it the world would be a darker place. But of all the industries wracked by change in the digital
age, few have been turned on their heads as dramatically as this one. Mad Men are turning into Math Men (and women--though too few), an instinctual art is transforming into a science, and we are a long way from the days of Don Draper. Frenemies is Ken Auletta's reckoning with an industry under existential assault. He enters the rooms of the ad world's most important players, meeting the old guard as well as new powers and power brokers, investigating their
perspectives. It's essential reading, not simply because of what it reveals about this world, but because of the potential consequences: the survival of media as we know it depends on the money generated by advertising and marketing--revenue that is in peril in the face of technological changes and the fraying trust between the industry's key players.
"Breezy and salty." -The New York Times "Hilarious! Honest, intimate, this book tells it as it was." -Mary Wells Lawrence, author of A Big Life (In Advertising) and founding president of Wells Rich Greene "Breezy and engaging [though] ...The chief value of Mad Women is the witness it bears for younger women about the snobbery and sexism their mothers and grandmothers endured as the price of entry into mid-century American professional life." -The Boston Globe
"A real-life Peggy Olson, right out of Mad Men." -Shelly Lazarus, Chairman, Ogilvy & Mather What was it like to be an advertising woman on Madison Avenue in the 60s and 70s - that Mad Men era of casual sex and professional serfdom? A real-life Peggy Olson reveals it all in this immensely entertaining and bittersweet memoir. Mad Women is a tell-all account of life in the New York advertising world by Jane Maas, a copywriter who succeeded in the primarily male
jungle depicted in the hit show Mad Men. Fans of the show are dying to know how accurate it is: was there really that much sex at the office? Were there really three-martini lunches? Were women really second-class citizens? Jane Maas says the answer to all three questions is unequivocally "yes." Her book, based on her own experiences and countless interviews with her peers, gives the full stories, from the junior account man whose wife almost left him when she found
the copy of Screw magazine he'd used to find "a date" for a client, to the Ogilvy & Mather's annual Boat Ride, a sex-and-booze filled orgy, from which it was said no virgin ever returned intact. Wickedly funny and full of juicy inside information, Mad Women also tackles some of the tougher issues of the era, such as unequal pay, rampant, jaw-dropping sexism, and the difficult choice many women faced between motherhood and their careers.
A sweeping and turbulent drama about the anxieties of postwar Britain, where one strong and inspirational young woman looks to find her place, no matter the cost. Sometimes, the truth lies in fiction It’s hard to be an American girl in 1957. Especially when your dad’s job means you have to move four thousand miles from home. Especially if you’d rather play baseball than wear a dress. Especially if you see your mom fraying a little more from anxiety each day. And
especially if being five minutes older means you have to protect your fragile twin brother. Still, Hedy Delaney loves her family, and she’s trying to make the best of her new life on a U.S. airbase in England. After all, her dad’s a war hero, her mother’s a beauty, and her brother’s a brainiac who writes moving stories about space travel. Then one tragic day, the unforeseen occurs and all three are ripped away, leaving Hedy alone with countless questions. What really happened
on the airbase? What went on behind military closed doors? What were the secrets that could never be told? And how could any of it have led to her family’s destruction? In her search for the truth, Hedy turns to a story her brother began months before he died. Deciding to finish what her brother started, Hedy begins to piece together what happened to her family. But whether she’s ready for what she’ll discover is another matter entirely. A sweeping and turbulent family
drama, The Wonderful asks whether writing fiction can uncover fact, and if it’s ever better to let the truth remain hidden. Sometimes, it’s safer not to finish what you’ve started.
Vividly reminiscent of the goings-on at Sterling Cooper—the late nights, the three-martini lunches, the sex on couches, and, of course, the actual work of plugging products—this is the story of what Madison Avenue was really like in the ’60s. A worldwide bestseller when first published in 1970, this frank, irreverent, and hilarious memoir is a one-of-a-kind cult classic.
"Little River, New York, 1994: April Sawicki is living in a run-down motorhome, flunking out of school, and picking up shifts at the local diner. But when April realizes she's finally had enough-enough of her selfish, absent father and barely surviving in an unfeeling town-she decides to make a break for it. Stealing a car and with only her music to keep her company, April hits the road, determined to live life on her own terms. She manages to scrape together a meaningful
existence as she travels, encountering people and places she's never dreamed of, and could never imagine deserving. From lifelong friendships to tragic heartbreaks, April chronicles her journey in the beautiful music she creates as she discovers that home is with the people you choose to keep"--Publisher's description.
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